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1( [1]) U k-
$C=\{Q_{1}, Q_{2}, \ldots, Q_{m}\}$ 3
( $Q:(\neq\emptyset)$
).
Existence Property: $h$ $<$
$Q_{i_{1}},Q:_{2},$
$\ldots,$
$Q_{1}h\in C$ , $Q_{i_{j}}\cap Q:\iota=\emptyset$
$(1 \leq j, l\leq h, j\neq l)$ , $Q\in C$
, $j(1\leq j\leq h)$ $Q\cap Q:_{\mathrm{j}}=\emptyset$
.
Intersection Property: $k+1$ $\text{ }$
$Q_{i_{1}},$ $Q_{i_{\mathrm{a}}},$
$\ldots,$
$Q_{*}.k+1$ \in C , $j,l(1\leq$
$j,$ $l\leq k+1,$ $j\neq l)$ , $Q:_{j}\cap Qi_{l}\neq\emptyset$
.
Minimality Property: $i,j(1\leq i,j\leq$
$m,$ $i\neq i)$ $Q_{i}\not\subset Q_{j}$
$\square$
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Minimality Property: $i,j(1\leq i,j\leq$































3 $(U, R, \alpha)$
. $U,$ $R$ ,
, $\alpha$



















Normal : Request Access
. Request
.
\mbox{\boldmath $\pi$} , . $\square$
$v$ $c$






1. \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$} $=c_{0},c_{1},C_{2},$ $\ldots$
$c$:
$\forall V(\subseteq U)$ : $|_{v\in} \bigcup_{\mathrm{v}}\rho v(C_{\dot{\iota}})|\leq|\alpha(V)|$
2. \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$} $=c_{0},c_{1},C_{2},$ $\ldots$
$c$: , c’
$c_{t}$
$\forall V(\subseteq U):|_{v\in \mathrm{v}}\cup\rho_{v}(C\iota)|=|\alpha(V)|$
\alpha (V) \alpha
$\forall V(\subseteq U)$ :
$\alpha(V)=\bigcup_{v\in V}\alpha(v)$
\alpha : $2^{U}arrow 2^{R}$ .
5U \approx
$u\approx v\Leftrightarrow\alpha(u)=\alpha(v)$









1. g\mbox{\boldmath $\pi$} $=c_{0},$ $\mathrm{c}_{1},$ $C_{2},$ $\ldots$
$c_{i}$
$\forall V(\subseteq U):|_{v\in V}\cup\rho_{v}(_{C\dot{.})}|\leq$
.
2. \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$} $=c_{0},c_{1},c_{2},$ $\ldots$
$\text{ }’ \text{ }$ , ci
c,
$\forall V(\subseteq U):|_{v\in V}\cup\rho v(c_{\iota^{)}}|=k$
.
. $C=(U,R,\alpha)$
$\mathcal{G}$ . $S\subseteq \mathcal{G}$ , o , 2
S
. ( 2
, 1 ) $S\subseteq \mathcal{G}$ ,
S $\mathcal{G}$
. $S\subseteq \mathcal{G}$ , S
$T=\{S_{1},S_{2,\ldots,m}S\}$ $S$
. $\mathrm{S}\in T$ , S,







.. ( ) $u_{i}\in V$ $Q$ :
$q$ , $q$
$u_{j}(\in q)$ $REQ_{i}$
.. ( \rightarrow u:
REQi $u_{j}$ REQ:
$QUEUE_{j}$ , $u_{j}$ $\text{ }-$
$0$ REQ: $QUEUE_{j}$
, u’
$OK_{j}$ , 1 .. ( ) q\in Q,
$OK_{j}$
.






























. – , $k$-coterie ,
1
,
. , , k-
, .
8($k$-crowd) $\mathrm{k}$-crowd $Q$ , k-
$Q$
\tau :V\rightarrow N 2 $(Q,\tau)$
. $V$ $Q$
, $N$ . $u$
\tau (u) . $\square$
96
-crowd $Q=(Q,\tau)$ , $9’=(Q’,\tau)$ $Q’\subseteq$
$Q$ , $Q’\subseteq Q$ .
k-crowd .
9 $\mathrm{k}$-crowd $Q$ , $Q’\subseteq$
$Q$ $Q$ crowd
1. $Q’$ 1 -crowd .
2. $Q$ $k_{1}$ ( $\leq$ ) ,
Q’ $k-$ . $\square$
k-coterie -crowd
$Q$ , $S\subseteq Q$ $Q$ crowd .
-coterie $k$-crowd $Q$
, $Q$ crowd $Q$ .
10 (– ) l-crowd $Q_{1}=(Q_{1},\tau_{1})$ $k_{2^{-}}$
crowd $Q_{2}=(Q_{2},\tau_{2})$
$V_{1},$ $V_{2}$ .
$\forall u\in V_{1}\cap V_{2}$ : $[\tau_{1}(u)=\tau 2(u)]$
, $Q_{1},$ $Q_{2}$ – .
11 – crowd $Q_{1},$ $Q_{2}$ , QBA
, $Q_{1},$ $Q_{2}$
–
, $Q_{1}$ $Q_{2}$ $\square$
12 $Q_{1},$ $Q_{2}$ ,
$Q_{1}\oplus Q_{2}=\{q\cup q’|q\in Q_{1},q’\in Q2\}$
2 crowd $Q_{1},$ $Q_{2}$ ,
\oplus .
13 - 2 crowd $Q_{1}=(Q_{1},\tau_{1})$ ,
$Q_{2}=(Q2,\tau 2)$ ,
$Q_{1}\oplus Q_{2}=(Q_{1}\oplus Q_{2,1}\tau\cup \mathcal{T}_{2})$
.
14 - 2 crowd $Q_{1}=(Q_{1}, \tau_{1})$ ,
$9_{2}=(Q2,\tau_{2})$ ,
$\forall q\in Q_{2}$ : $[\exists q’\in Q_{1},q’\subseteq q1$
, $Q_{1}$ $Q_{2}$ (dominate) . $\square$
15 $Q$ $\mathcal{P}=\{Q_{1}, Q_{2}, \ldots, Q_{m}\}$ ,
– crowd . $Q$
$Q_{i}(\in P)$ , $Q$ $\prime p$ .
.
1 $S=\{Q_{1}, Q_{2}, \ldots, Q_{m}\}$ –
crowd . $S$ k-cfowd $Q$
, $\bigcup_{Q_{j}\in sj}Q$
.
) $i$ $Q_{:}=(Q:, \tau_{*}.)$ , $Q=(Q, \tau)$
. , $q \in\bigcup_{Q_{\mathrm{j}}\in S}Q_{j}$
, q
, $q’(\in Q)$








(1) $G_{*}(\in \mathcal{G})$ , –
$|\alpha(G_{i})|$ -crowd a .




$\bigcup_{G:\in S}\{Q:\}$ $| \bigcup_{G}:\in s^{\alpha}(G\dot{.})|- \mathbb{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{d}$
.
(3) $G_{i}(\in \mathcal{G})$ , G,
crowd $Q_{i}$
$\bigoplus_{Q\in \mathcal{P}}.\cdot Q$
crowd . $P_{i}$ $Q_{i}$
crowd
. $Q$ , (1)








$\mathcal{G}$ . $\cdot$ $V$ $=$
$\{v_{1},v_{2}, \ldots,v_{m}\}(\subseteq U)$ . $S=\{G_{i}|v_{j}\in G$ :





1. S $T=\{s_{1}, s_{2}, \ldots , S_{n}\}$ .
.
$|_{G.\in S} \cup\alpha(G:)|=\sum_{S_{\ell}\in\tau}|_{G_{j}\in}\bigcup_{s\ell}\alpha(Gj)|$ (2)
$s_{:}(\in T)$ ,
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{C}-(2)$ , $\bigcup_{G_{\mathrm{j}}\in S}\{Qj\}$
$| \bigcup_{G\in S}:\alpha(G:)|$-crowd . 1
, $\bigcup_{G_{\mathrm{j}}\in:}S9j$ , $| \bigcup_{G_{\mathrm{j}}\in s_{:}}\alpha(G_{j})|$
. (1),(2)
, $| \bigcup_{v\in V}\rho_{v}(c)|\leq|\alpha(V)|$ .










$p*$ . $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{C}-(3)$ , $Q^{*}$
$\oplus_{Q\in \mathcal{P}}\cdot Q$ crowd .
$\forall\hat{Q}\in \mathcal{P}^{*}$ ,
crowd Q^
$\hat{\mathcal{P}}$ , $\hat{S}=\bigcup_{Q\in\hat{\mathcal{P}}}:c_{i}$ . SC-
(2) , $\hat{Q}$
x-crowd . $G^{*}\in s\text{ }$
, s
$| \bigcup_{G\in\dot{S}}\alpha:(Gi)|$ . ,
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{C}-(3)$ , $\phi$
crowd \mbox{\boldmath $\phi$} crowd
, $q\in\hat{Q}$ , q
. ,
$q’\in\oplus_{Q\in P}\cdot Q$ , q’
. $Q^{*}$ $\oplus_{Q\in P}$ . $Q$












$G_{1},$ $G_{2}(\in \mathcal{G})$ , $\alpha(G_{3})=\alpha(G_{1})\cup\alpha(c_{2})$
$G_{3}(\in \mathcal{G})$ , $C$
.
$C$ $=$ $(U, R,\alpha)$ ,
$S$ $\subseteq$ $\mathcal{G}$ ,








$\mathcal{G}$ . , ’
$\mathcal{G}’\supseteq \mathcal{G}$ $C’=(U’,R, \alpha’)$
.
$x\geq|_{G.\in\dot{S}}\cup.\alpha(Gi)|$ ) $C=(U,R, \alpha)$ R
$C’=(U’, R, \alpha’)$ , C’
98




$\mathcal{G}$ , $SC$ crowd
$\bigcup_{G\in \mathcal{G}}:9$ . $S\subseteq \mathcal{G}$ , $\bigcup_{G\in S}:Q_{i}$
$SC$ .
) $\bigcup_{G\in q^{Q_{i}}}:\supseteq\cup c_{:}\in s$ Q, ,
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{C}-(1),(3)$ . SC-
(2) , $S(\subseteq \mathcal{G})$ ,















$Q_{i}’=(Q_{i}’, \tau_{i})$ , U
. , $Q_{1}’,$ $Q’2 \in\bigcup_{G\in \mathcal{G}’}:\{Q’\}i$ ,
$q\in Q_{1},$ $q’\in Q_{2}$ , $q’\cap q=\emptyset$ .






2 – l-crowd $Q_{1}$ 2
crowd $Q_{2}$ , $Q_{1}\oplus Q_{2}$ t $\min\{k_{1}, k_{2}\}- C\Gamma owd$
.
$Q_{1}=(Q_{1},\mathcal{T}_{1}),$ $Q2=(Q_{2},\tau_{1})$ .
# , $k_{1}\leq$ . $Q$
$\min${ $k_{1}$ , k2}-
.
1. , $q\in Q_{1}\oplus Q_{2}$ , $q=q’\cup q’’$
$q’\in Q_{1},q’’\in Q_{2}$ . q
} , $q’,$ $q”$
. $Q_{1}\oplus Q_{2}$ min{kl, $k_{2}$ }
.
2. $Q_{1}\oplus Q_{2}$ $h< \min\{k_{1}, k_{2}\}$
. $Q_{1}$ $Q_{2}$
$k_{1}$ -crowd $k_{2}$ -crowd , $q’(\in$
$Q_{1}),$ $q^{J\prime}(\in Q_{2})$ , $q’$ q”
. \oplus
, $q=q’$ \cup q’’ $q\in Q_{1}\oplus Q_{2}$
, q
, .
, $Q_{1}\oplus Q_{2}$ $\min\{k_{1}, k_{2}\}$-crowd . $\square$















, $Q_{j}’$ stepl $|\alpha(G_{j})|$-crowd
. $Q_{h}’,$ $Q_{k}’,$ $q\in Q_{h}’,q’\in Q_{k}’$ , $q’\cap$




, 2 , Qd $|\alpha(G_{i})|$ -crowd
.
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